Team Leader Meeting: minutes of meeting
Day: September 6th
Minutes of meeting taken by Lynne Schickert

1. W55: shot put. Results not reviewed yet.
2. Decathlon: German athlete. May also apply for B and A flights. Previous advice: go to first
flight. Went to group A, but had been set in B, so was not allowed to compete
LOC answers: lists must be printed only once. This athlete must be allowed to compete under
protest in unclear situation

3. Netherland: Ask who has the access to green areas
a. Coaches: no
b. Team leader: yes
c. General public: no
4. Wrongs number on BIBS (age category)
TIC Advice: BIB will be reprinted

5. Country list: in TIC in team boxes
6. Team Manager Canada: Results wants each day per country
a. LOC: software could not do that
b. Hytek may be able to do it: may be checked: provide by file, not paper
Remark: has been done
7. Official scheduleM60 semi
a. Start list differs from schedule
b. Sandy to check why results differs
c. Website shall be used

8. Alan Bell: field events at Carranque: some delay, so athletes may be held in call room (in
shade). Tell sector available from previous event

9. Torremolinos: Hammer cage: movement due to the wind strength delayed some events

10. Not sufficient staffing of officials at events

11. CC Team entry form (France) now accepted. Elder athlete moved down
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12. Other results connected each day

13. Alvaro: problems with LÖC website on mobile for results, now sorted out

14. Medal ceremony: schedule being established
15. Nigeria: WIFI at stadium?
Only in team manager room

16. Margit: TM accreditation process: Should be done by simply register system or by email in
advance. If any problem on arrival decision by executive VP. No TM passes if not accredited
by federation
17. John Seto: World rankings: available for discussion on how to entrance site

18. Mr. Kang, Daegu, guest here, possible bidder for 2024 championships
19. Winston/Maria still have booklet for GA. Be there until 6:00pm and on Friday between 12
and 4 p.m.

20. Election forum at 6:00pm: 3 candidates for president
Meeting closed at: 5:35pm
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